SAHAYA SEVA NIDHI TRUST
CORONA VIRUS - SURGICAL MASKS PROJECT- BENGALURU
Hi Everyone,
Amidst the Pandemic that has hit the entire world, the healthcare professionals and scores of other people are
risking their lives by fighting this battle against the virus, at the forefront.
While the doctors and other healthcare professionals are out there, 24x7 trying to treat patients, they need to be
protected from the deadly virus. Due to the unexpected scale of the pandemic, lots of these workers are left
without the essential protective gear, such as the mask. To try and help fill this gap, our trust is taking the initiative
to work with doctors to take their requirements for the mask, and having a select few designers produce them
through hygienic and sterile processes, to create as many DOCTORS CERTIFIED MASKS as required to help
those facing the Corona Virus on a daily basis.
These Masks will be distributed free of cost to people who need it. We are all in it, TOGETHER and all of us
need to join hands to overcome it.
There are 2 things we require help with, from you:
1. Please Help Us Find and Reach Out to The People Who Need the Masks
 It could be YOU
 Your local practicing DOCTOR
 GOVERNMENT HOSPITALS
 HEALTH CARE CAMPS
 VENDORS selling essentials like vegetables
2. Sponsor A Mask – Details of the mask –
 Doctor Certified
 Each mask costs about Rs. 45
 Washable and Reusable
 Multi layered cotton masks, with Felt layers in between for maximum filtering
 Prewashed fabrics with Dettol and sundried before for maximum sterilization
Who to get in touch with:
If you have contacts for us to government hospital doctors, or anyone in need, or would like to SPONSOR or
get in touch with for any other information, please reach out to Vishnu or Varsha on WhatsApp:
Vishnu: +91 9535327562 ; Varsha: +91 9108933893.

